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Nathaniel Bronner:

And if you could open your Bibles to the Book of 1 Peter,
3rd Chapter, the Book of 1 Peter and the 3rd Chapter and
today I’ll be speaking again of what God instructed me to
speak and I -- as I sat there and I remembered (00:00:29)
last Mothers Day. I spoke on the subject is to be honest
and very little if nothing at all due to Mother’s Day and I
believe that’s (00:00:41) million dollar salesman and even
if God (00:00:47) special quality after forcing the world
and that has do with Mother’s day.
Even upon last Sunday as I spoke on the question that
the young man had submitted to me in wiring (00:01:03)
and sometimes God will take you in a different direction,
but if you (00:01:19) believing He’ll always take you to the
right place and today is the day that we honor mothers
really around the world.
And today is the message, it is a message actually for
women, but it is not to me and you will understand that
as you begin to hear the development of the days
(00:01:48). It is for women but it’s not really to me and
it’s not (00:02:00) this particular scripture, it’s in our daily
Bible read really on the last day of last month and as I
read God spoke he said I want you to speak on this very
first Sunday afternoon and as I looked at the person and
as I read the person I wasn’t sure why God wanted me to
speak (00:02:24) this day and it wasn’t the Thursday but
it is clear when my wife said, you know, Sunday is
Mother’s Day and then it hit me, that’s what that verse is
even related to.
1 Peter Chapter 3 Verse number 7 and we will be
preaching, and speaking and teaching primarily today
from this one verse 1 Peter 3:7 and as I read this verse
Likewise the host dwelled with them according to
knowledge, giving honor on to the wife as on to the
(00:03:08) and it’s being asked together of the great
surprise that your prayers be not hindered.

.

As I speak to you today on the simple subject even some of
the people would have heard the subject of (00:03:29) but
you want to hear it in a sermon type. I speak to you today
to the subject of When A Man Loves A Woman
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Now some of you heard when a man loves a woman
because some of you used to live with your first pledge
and (00:03:43) decades ago When A Man Loves A Woman
and as I read this verse even in our daily Bible, I was
reading it from the New Living Translation and when I
read it something hit me and something hit my spirit as I
thought about I’ve read 1 Peter Verse 7 in the New Living
Translation, so it’ll be a little bit clearer and you’ll
understand the main point of today’s session and it reads
in the New Living Translation in the same way you first
your honor to your wife, treat her with understanding as
you live together.
She may be weaker than you’re, but she is your equal
partner in God’s gift of this life. If you don’t treat her as
you should your prayers will not be heard. So the wives
that are here with your husband’s turn to them and tell
them treat me right, all your prayers will be heard.
00:05:01
Now you know that’s in the Bible where it simply says
that your prayer be not hindered as the New Living
Translation puts it if you don’t treat her like you should
your prayers won't be heard. When A Man Loves A
Woman and when I read as the thing hit me I said you
mean to tell me that God won’t even hear my prayer
unless I treat (00:05:35).
That’s a deep revelation and it has to do with the
practicalities of the life and in relationships so sometimes
-- and sometimes you have to point things down to -- you
have to understand what it does (00:05:51). It is what you
call in marketing, features and fantasies. You have got to
explain to people to features (00:05:59) sometimes if you
just tell a man to treat his wife right that don’t hit it like
when you him if you don’t treat her right God will not
(00:06:08).
Then the thing becomes (00:06:12) so what you need is the
feature and the fantasy, so I know that when I get down
on my knees if I haven’t treated wife right my prayers are
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hindered. Now then hindered with the real world be cut
off.
It means my very prayer that the God cut off because I
didn’t treat my wife right. Like I said today's message is - is for women but it is to me and ladies if you can just get
your husband (00:06:45) that he does not treat you right
his prayer won't be heard. You know I really could sit
(00:06:55) and as a fool man. (00:07:03) he may not have
heard you, so tell him that if you don’t treat me right,
your prayer will not be heard. This is not (00:07:17)
standard, this is 1 Peter 3:7. This is God’s only words
saying that if a man does not treat his wife properly his
prayers are cut off, they are hindered, they are not heard
by God.
And when I read this thing, I have to read this thing over
and over again and to be honest about it I didn’t
(00:07:47) because I will be perfectly honest about it. Now
sometimes when I don’t treat when like I should, I am
just telling you the truth, and you all will be looking to
me, well, now I have gone (00:08:02) three different
(00:08:05), sometimes that I have treated (00:08:05) like I
should, there are sometimes that I have been kind, that I
have been considerate to her (00:08:13) that there are
sometimes when I needed to treat my wife best.
Now I treat her pretty good, but on the days that I have
not treated her pretty good, on those days I need to
(00:08:34) Peter 3:7, that is I don’t treat my wife right, the
mother of my children then my prayers are never heard.
And I never will forget (00:08:53), that says the best thing
that any man could ever do for his children, is to love that
child’s mother.
So that’s something about when I treat my wife right, the
thing vibrates and it radiates and it transfers even to my
children and it comes back and the thing affects me
because if I don’t treat my wife some of you (00:09:16)
some of you can't understand what God has asked me to
treat my wife right.
You can't understand why your prayers are hindered, why
the hell does it and you got to able to look yourself in the
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mirror and ask of yourself am I treating my wife right, am
I being the man to her that I really should be and I should
be, (00:09:41) message is -- for woman but its to me.
And though it may be a day to celebrate mothers, because
motherhood is a tough job but it’s a (00:09:55) job done all
alone, always a mother who is supposed to be -- supported
as, the mother was supposed to be covered and the mother
is supposed to be loved and protected by the man.
00:10:07
Mother was always supposed to be treated right. It was
the way, it was set up with God real and it is where a
man was supposed to treat his wife, mother of his
children right and when you violate that principle your
prayers are hindered, cut off and not heard. 1 Peter 3:7
let me now get there first, 1 Peter 3:7, and I want to just
go through this verse just to show you the thing within
this is verse.
First it begins (00:10:48) Likewise. Now Likewise means
in the same way, that this is just like it. Well Likewise
what? It is referring to 1 Peter 3 beginning with verse 1
through (00:11:02) that’s why you always need to
understand it, so ladies I don’t want you to go to your
husband and just say don’t forget 1 Peter 3:7 because
whatever the woman does (00:11:15) I want you to turn to
him and say Likewise.
You see -- see that Likewise it goes with it and sometimes
we will look at 1 Peter 3:7 and we forget about the
Likewise. The first word in 1 Peter 3:7 is Likewise. It is
the same manner and what it is talking about is if you
start off with 1 Peter Chapter 3 in the first verse I am
going to read the New Living Translation to get in the
same way you wives must accept the authority of your
husband even though who refuse to accept the good news,
your godly lives will speak to them better than any words.
They will be won over by watching your pure godly
behavior. Don’t be concerned about the output (00:12:04)
it depends on fancy hairstyle, expensive jewelry or
beautiful cloths. You should be known for the beauty that
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comes from within, the unfading beauty of a gentle and
fine spirit which is so precious to God.
That the way the holy woman above made themselves
beautiful. They trusted God and accepted the authority of
their husbands. For instance Sarah obeyed her husband
Abraham when she called him her master. You are her
(00:12:42) if you do what is right without fear and what
your husband might do, that’s the Likewise.
So Sarah did the Likewise, (00:12:54) in other words it
says just like I have commanded your wife, we’re certainly
(00:13:00), that’s another whole sermon like I said this
message is for women, this message today is to me When
A Man Loves A Woman we’re dealing with the Likewise,
maybe (00:13:10). But first he says Likewise. Likewise
your husbands dwell with them according to knowledge.
Man you got to know your wife, says well with them
according to knowledge. You see I could not give you a
(00:13:39) and fast rule of particulars with your wife,
because only you know your wife. There is (00:13:44) who
know your wife (00:13:46), you know and I just want to
know your wife, I need to know your wife really well and
know the peculiarities so your wife has peculiarities.
(00:13:57), that she has got some idiosyncrasies, she has
got things that are just hers, you got to dwell with her
according to knowledge. You see (00:14:09) is her. I got
this (00:14:17) kind of stuff and I have got to dwell with
her according to the stuff and I know according to
knowledge that there is something that I know about
(00:14:28) she is not the typical first lady (00:14:33).
Because its (00:14:37) when I am not there. What I can
see (00:14:40) because I want to be the image of just like
the rest of first ladies I will (00:14:43) with some blaze
coming out of (00:14:46) just like a first – I would just not
would (00:14:51) and I know that’s my wife.
00:15:01
So if that’s her and if I knew that it’s a reason, I have got
to dwell with her according to knowledge, I (00:15:10), I
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don’t know where to go. Every time and I don’t like, I
used to like this is the long dress, I saw her in this long
dress, I don’t know where they are. So I learned that
that’s not with her, I don’t go out there if I put the dress
in the flow because I don’t know she is not aware.
So I have to dwell with her according to knowledge and
sometimes, we mean, we dwell with the way and we just
don’t use knowledge, we just don’t do comments, we know
good 0(00:15:48) knuckle, we know it’s not in the nature of
our wives and we don’t dwell with them according to the
knowledge that we have of our spouses.
My wife has strength and weaknesses just as a man does.
I know my wife’s strength and I know her weakness so
there is no need of me being over the head about
something that I know that’s just not her strength. And
all of us have strengths and we have weaknesses, we have
areas that we are good and we have areas that we are not
good, we have areas that we’re interested in, areas that
we are not.
The Bible tells you dwell with your wife according to
knowledge, and don’t try to think your wife could have
interest in football game, you know, she doesn’t like
football. If you know she can’t stand football, you know
she can’t stand basketball, woman I am just mad at her, I
will (00:16:52). That’s not according to knowledge.
If you know something, I have got the other side, I didn’t
like to putting (00:17:07), well even I know my wife is not
okay, she would be (00:17:12), she didn’t sin, I know she
does not get on a motorcycle because I have said it, I don’t
pay all this money for this motorcycle, I see (00:17:20),
you don’t say what needs to laugh just not according to
knowledge.
Husbands dwell with her according to knowledge and you
see when you work with your wife, the arena that she is
strong in and help her in the arena that she is weak, it
will make both of you strong and it will start to build to
see and your wealth that you’ve never dreamt of. But you
got to dwell with her according to knowledge.
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God has a toolbox people and you still use people
according to their talent and according to their abilities
and not in your talent and not in your abilities regardless
of what you won’t speak that’s not what you got to
understand and you got to put (00:18:21) in a position
that it is just not as nature, it’s not what God has
ordained it to be.
All you got is dwell from your (00:18:28), you can’t
understand why thing is not going so smooth because you
haven’t dwelled with them according to knowledge.
Giving on, and so the wife, giving on and treating her
with honor it is the Greek word (00:18:52). It’s a term
that’s used to describe the value of a precious stone, a
diamond, an emerald, a ruby. That she is to be trusted
and reassured, protected, loved, with every kind of
professions do you need for, and I will just put it like this,
sometimes breaks down where a man don’t understand.
You ought to give your wife the same respect and
treatment as you do to a new car. Now, now, that’s when
you are down where a man can understand. You ought to
give your wife the same respect and treatment and tender
loving and care and protection as you do a brand new car.
(00:19:43) buy the car. You have never seen a man beat
up his car.
(00:19:57)
A man will make sure that car is (00:19:59) and cleaned
and dressed well, no matter what. A man will make sure
sometimes to be (00:20:08) really got to shop. He will
make sure what he (00:20:11) and he parks you know,
wait on the (00:20:13) so nobody doing (00:20:18).
Sometimes when I walk we will get out of the car before
now rains (00:20:25) hold it for. So what I am saying is
we just give, just a consideration as the average man will
give to the new partner. If that was a gas station and it
was (00:20:44) it is gas station that she (00:20:44). No
man would take his new (00:20:48) should have (00:20:55)
God had picked you.
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And here is the most (00:20:58) and the engine will pick
up, see what’s wrong. Why it’s all of this (00:21:07) tell
about what is this. All I am saying is if a man -- if the
average man just gave his wife the same consideration as
he gave to (00:21:15). That’s why the Bible uses this word
honor. It’s the same word you describe about you from a
pressure. Here we can say.
And if we just treat our wives like we do our (00:21:31) we
do our expensive suits, we brought our expensive shoes all
in (00:21:40) if we could just treat our wives with the
same degree of honor then could be blessed.
Best over (00:21:55) to the physical thing that carry the
spirit, and you see women, for the most part are
physically weaker than men. I said it multiple times.
They are physically weaker than men but oftentimes they
are spiritually stronger. And even they are some parts
and I really believe that it’s a part of -- of the nature, of
what I would call define just you know physically
speaking in terms of actions, the works.
Women actually outlive men all over the world in every
culture, in every religion, in every race, doesn’t matter
where you go, women outlive men.
Now if we say, we know the oldest man in the Bible was a
(00:22:42) but it does tell you how (00:22:43) she does and
even though (00:22:48) was 969, I bet this is the (00:22:51)
because women universally the world over as a general
rule outlive men by ease.
And I believe that’s being case from that original belief
where men does not do what he is supposed to do with
following God’s word. God is placing him in charge of the
(00:23:14) and that still because science could not explain
why men in the world over die before women.
So they are weaker in muscular but in any way they are
stronger but because they are weaker in a muscular sense
and even there is a part out, how trust, I don’t care how
(00:23:34) every woman is stronger than men. I don’t care
what new (00:23:41) said, I don’t care what folks talk
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about it just it is, I want a relationship with this
(00:23:47) want the relationship is 50-50.
God made the woman as the weaker (00:23:52) and he
made the woman down in a very (00:23:58) in her favorite
nation, of always want a strong man to protect, watch her
for all day. It is the nature of all.
Just in (00:24:07) got to say oh, it’s equal stuff. That’s not
difficult. You guys (00:24:14) another religion if you want
find equal and if the (00:24:17) I don’t know any of this
and it was in the nature of the woman to just (00:24:28)
the stronger man and I was in the back when I got there.
It was liberated woman telling me (00:24:38) business
deal with this woman. I never met a woman that didn’t
want a stronger man and any woman that had a man was
50-50, stronger man came along he (00:24:50).
00:24:52
Every woman want man is (00:24:55) you go. She said
yes, I do. I said no, you don’t. She said yes, I do. I want
to be (00:25:02) so I said no you got (00:25:04). I said do
you want a man that just as far as you don’t listen to you,
(00:25:16) a lot of smarter than you. I – I really want a
man that’s a little smarter than I am. I said all right. I
said, now, do you want to man that’s making just as much
money as you, a little less than you, or more than you.
She is going to shoot us, shoot us, shoot. I want a man
who is making a whole lot more than I am making.
I said let me get real deep on this. I said in a time of
intimacy, I said do you want a man that lasts as long as
you, who got before you, she is like no, I do not. I said
everything and ever I deal with, you know what a man is
eating and (00:26:15). So all is liberated (00:26:19) when
you really cut down to the chase, when you really get to
the bottom line, God has made woman as the weaker sex
and by her very nature, she seeks the stronger.
God has given man the responsibility to take care of the
weaker sex and it has always been there, well it has
always be there, but you know whenever you start getting
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that thing out of balance, you are going to start think the
side of it all kind of strange stuff happen.
That’s why those in power have always known if you can
ever destroy the stronger sex or the weaker sex, you will
never produce a solid and a strong body, that’s why the
Egyptians, they wanted to destroy and limit the Hebrews,
they told the midwives every child (00:27:23).
Kill the stronger (00:27:27) because we know historically,
socially, psychologically we know that you destroy that
stronger sex, the weaker sex which will never be dealt,
they will be able to kind of hold it together but they will
never be able to amount anything that’s going to be real
strong that will fit, destroy the stronger sex.
So weaker sex by long, it means the stronger sex must
protect the weaker and as we ask together of the
greatness of life, the great life, the first thing is you are
asked to deal with new life of children. Sometimes, I will
tell my wife (00:28:19), I said baby, look what I did, she
(00:28:22). There is no such a thing as a man holding up
a child, somebody looked at what he did and there is no
such thing as a woman holding up a child, someone looked
what I did, that thing is a joint mixture in the grace of
life.
And it takes a man and it takes a woman and God has
even designed it just in the way of the cyclical ways that
the things happen, there is a different nature. One is
strong and hard and rigid and the other is soft and
yielding. God has made it even in the nature of the act of
creating life, you got to show a way that things are
supposed to be.
The first is children. When there as a grace of life in
terms of eternal life because if you don’t treat your wife
right, how in the world could you – you see that’s like cut
in half and you say that you love God, whom you have not
seen and you don’t love your brother whom you have seen,
what taught you love your brother whom you have seen
and you don’t love your wife who you see.
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See what Jesus is saying is the father away the thing is
the harder it is to love. So how can you love God who –
who you can’t even see, and you don’t love your brother
who you do see but didn’t. How did you claim to love God
when you don’t even love the one that you supposed to be
so close to that you want to pledge.
00:30:04
And I can just say oh, how I love Jesus and you look over
(00:30:10). It is a joint grace of life and so what you have
for eternalness, people you got to look how you think you
are going to get in heaven if you are doing something you
can’t get your (00:30:25) and let me tell you something,
there is a third part of that grace applied and that’s
heaven here on earth and let me tell you something, when
you are not getting along with your wife, that just make it
just about hell the owner.
When the two of you are (00:30:43) and the two of you are
fighting, there is no material thing in the world to think
of what you can be seeing out in the biggest men but it’s
mad at each other, that whole sanctuary is nothing but a
dungeon, you could have the most awesome dad in the
world made with goofed up stuff all the way some silk
sheets on it, saying lights under the street, street is even
if all that fancy stuff and taking that my heart in this
hope but at night silk canopy which leads all around the
gold trim, all that kind of stuff, just as a bit cold which is
text through these well he is out on his own, I (00:31:21).
It battles, for you all to be in a joint million and the grace
of life where just as you look at each other, just so just do
out soon. I mean you know what I am talking about. I
mean you need to be in a situation where if you look over
to your wife, (00:31:43) and so we don’t get to (00:31:49)
each other, that’s the kind of – that’s the kind of love and
affection, something I will busting over on the way over
here.
You were busting on the way over here and if you don’t
He will just message, you are going to be busting on the
way back. And it doesn’t matter what does the (00:32:10)
thing that you are paying and you know, if that is there is
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love and heart and at some point I am sleeping there,
then it is to be busted, and fight in a $10 billion match
(00:32:27).
There is nothing to (00:32:32) more, I have got a poster on
that wall out of the, the plan has about (00:32:35) and the
first thing is choose the captain whom you met, get a
captain, the greatest difference in your habit in one thing,
one of the things seeing on the desert, who you marry and
who marries who.
Now, see sometimes people, we get that thing mixed up
because you all see a different person that’s why I am
telling you, that’s why this message is for anybody two
men, men treat your wives right, and it doesn’t matter
about their errors and their faults and their flaws because
you got to do. Treat your wives right that’s the – that’s
the Christianity (00:33:19), you don’t need to be a
Christian to treat matter right, just so do it all the time
(00:33:25) that you teach that.
Could you be religion or if you love somebody when they
are not doing right, that’s what you need to love, you don’t
need to love the Christ, but someone you just seeing about
every minute, minute you get home, baby, can I take the
shoes off, can I get the foot, what do you want to watch on
TV, (00:33:49) I will turn the remote for you. Hey let me
put this still there, you don’t need to love a Christ or love
somebody doing that.
What you need to love or pray for is when you get home
they question you about half of you (00:34:04) and they
question you about why you are not bringing about money
home, they got a cold bone and (00:34:11) on the table for
or nothing at all, just when night comes they turn it back
and they call death when you need to love a person, you
don’t need to love a person and everything that’s just
going, everything is smooth and everything is just perfect,
no one needs to love them, you need to love a Christ to
deal with this selfless thing I am not going.
And to love them, don’t say anybody to love them anyway
that’s when you are need to pull on everything that just
that’s why Jesus told you to love your enemy and treat
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those good despite they using all (00:34:58) talk about just
pay the price for it.
00:35:01
You know, the one of the things that I have always said
you can always separate that which is really truly a price,
that’s really price into when bulk of the world wants the
same thing. Do you know even the faster you treat so
good, you treat them good so you don’t do anything
different from the master but you need to have a price for
that but if you – if you – if you do the master run, you are
feeling.
Some of us have got master methodology. I can’t think of
that, I need (00:35:39) Mother’s Day (00:35:41), some of us
have got master mentality. So love a price, takes you to
the level that you can free for goodness no matter what, if
he does not when you read (00:36:00) and likewise and the
children, the woman, it says you to feel under the body
that’s when even when the man has not gotten you, and
so I read that, see He didn’t take you to just be under the
man, just act to that person, but He just, you know, He
just He does everything, He is a just a storybook prince
from beautiful wife would want, that’s how we are getting
(00:36:22) because sometimes that’s what I like but that’s
not what it be, it’s says must accept the authority of your
husbands, even though who refused to accept and flick
news. Same old (00:36:41) and the part tells you to accept
that price even when you (00:36:49), even when it’s not for
you.
If He does when that’s and I can’t feel spiritual and it’s
not the one right, it’s when something is not going
according to my plan. And it says likewise (00:37:11) you
people there are things that men are hold to be in part of
wife’s life and be relative over that stuff. It’s not that a
preacher will make your wife. Did you all get, you hit me
on understand it real clear, it’s not for the priest that will
make your wife.
Your wife I will not be coming to the church so I got to go
to church, so I can get you a good feeling because you ain’t
give it to them. It’s not the responsibility of the priest to
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make your wife feel good. Now do you see, and as it
would – when a man loves woman, and I see a man has
been in love with woman that thing will start, that thing
will start showing itself, it’s the way I just want to believe
an original singing and I don’t know whether you have
seen that movie with Anthony (00:38:19) and Antonio
Banderas, a difficult situation, a difficult stand up and
you married a woman and this woman stole all of his
money, she ran away with other man, she just did all con
thinsg.
He finally caught up her and (00:38:38) and he said that
in case what have you just told, he said if I can’t have you,
he said I just only want you, I love you, yes, I want to
(00:38:49) I love you, and I love you, I love you no matter
what, I don’t feel the sin in your past. I don’t – I don’t
know what you did, I just love you.
And this woman, because of this man’s love, she was a con
artist (00:30:08) but because of this man’s love, the
woman changed, turnaround which she has never had
any kind of man love her. First of all, women know
because have a sixth sense about (00:39:22), women are
just (00:39:24), she can just feel that when something
wrong with you, you got an attitude, well woman you
think that up, she knows where I have to stand, where I
just got to hold your way. Something that I expressly say,
she say no, you know, just like you need to know them,
they know you. They didn’t have – maybe by the way, you
are glad you are left because I am wrong. They know you
and through all love, covered by folks to advance.
00:40:01
A (00:40:02) it will cover up the things when a man loves
the woman, all of the things that you have done and the
one who will know no matter what this man -- it’s like. A
child knows that no matter momma will feed him. See
the mother says to God, I love my child, I will take the
(00:40:25).
When a man loves a woman, it’s not for the (00:40:39).
Your wife might be in love with some food stuff, she will
not be looking no matter (00:40:48) it’s detail, your wife
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not to be in love with anybody but you, but to see you
have got to treat her like you are supposed to treat. And
if you treat her like you are supposed to be treat it, God
has a mechanism built in with the likewise just like a
woman when they treat a man like you’re supposed to be
treated there is mechanism built-in so that it even one of
them is offbeat, when the other would get in God’s will it
starts to pull the other one back on track.
But the problem that we get is when somebody gets
(00:41:32) and so problems start going down two separate
tracks. When a man loves a woman, not supposed to be
treated, not supposed to be (00:41:50) it’s not supposed to
be, it’s not supposed to be (00:41:50).
But there is nothing wrong with you conferring with your
mother, father, someone wise with ways of relationships,
but it’s not supposed to be problem. You are supposed to
be able to talk, you are supposed to be able to work out
with the person, with the person that you had made the
vow with, with the person that you had made the
promises with, you are supposed to be able to work it out.
When a man loves a woman, when a man loves a woman,
it’s (00:42:48) are not hindered. People simple love will
even keep you healthy. You know (00:42:59), they knew
the aspect.
One of the reasons that the (00:43:05) and you were doing
your love, your (00:43:14) reduced to this.
It just
happened that way. And sometimes people we need to
start doing some things that -- you have to work. You see
sometimes when you are young, you’re dating some of
that stuff (00:43:27) want to get married. You got to work
it. You need to bring it back to the point of where people
have love when you were dating, you could talk, you can
talk to each other all night but (00:43:42) saying
anything. You just held on to phone now you all wanted
to do is just (00:43:47) other person and that’s about an
hour you say you are there. Yes and you know now they
will call each other and spat what do you want, I got to go.
Love, it causes the heart to beat faster. It causes you to
breathe deep. It will send a flush to your face. You will
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even look different. When they talk about the love is the
real physiological thing, it raises your body temperature,
you may look different but you are in love.
When a man loves a woman, men does – you know the
thing (00:44:26) all in love. They talk about love, it’s a
just is a (00:44:35). It is a statistical fact that men who
kiss their wives before they leave for work, have a 35%
less accident rate (00:44:52).
00:44:55
Just a simple before you can leave at the house, just turn
over and just say do you know that thing, what you
(00:45:08) third great light setup high, you know to foster
you to (00:45:16) just a simple kiss every day and that’s a
fact it didn’t say anything about what happens when a
woman kisses a man (00:45:28) when a man kisses a
woman, because even the Bible it said husbands love your
wife until the wives feel the respect to their husband, but
it’s over husband to love the wife. If you just kissed your
wife it does something to you that, and I don’t know why
it lessens the accident rate, but I met a whole lot of
accidents (00:45:56) because if you are mad you can’t
drive right.
Just a kiss (00:46:07) your wife, it goes less (00:46:13) no
chance of people getting to work, Colossians 3:19 says
husbands love your wife and be nice (00:46:28). The New
Living translation says and you husbands must love your
wife and never treat them harsh. Its Mother’s Day and
man is a best thing you could do to gift (00:46:49) but the
best thing that you could do is to treat your wife right.
It’s good for them and it will get your prayers heard
because bible says that your (00:47:05) God will not even
heal (00:47:10) will bless you and bless her.
And some of you since they need to make a declaration
the way your heart (00:47:37). See one of the things about
it is if you follow God’s words, you got to right as a man –
Lord I am seeing the light now. You got the right,
because a man I am seeing the right, I am feeling right, I
am and let me tell you something, these people (00:48:09)
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it gets difficult because when you start getting out it may
take (00:48:16) and that’s what we fall short of it.
We want to answer the fact that its more --I want to
(00:48:28) it may take a while, but if you start getting it
out sooner or later you will start getting it back, you start
getting it back, last and whatever you put out husbands
love your wives, treat your wives right.
(00:48:51)
household changes the man who loves a woman, a woman
knows when she is loved, a woman knows when that man
would do anything for her, she could see it in her spirit
and she has that kind of feel she has no problem
(00:49:09) when a man love a woman.

